


INTRODUCTION

ARTYGEEKS is not just another NFT project but a personal 
brand that aims to provide its owners with a magnificent virtual 
world with many rewards. The characters were generated 
using the Generative Art principle with multiple body properties 
and live in the Ethereum blockchain network. There are 10000 
characters. Each character is different from the others, with 
various features such as body, background, mouth, eye color, 
expressions, etc., which makes it unique and unforgettable.

The Scavenger Orion Game by ARTYGEEKS is an action-
packed role-playing game that provides a platform for free 
exploration of a vibrant and bright pixel world, where you  
will encounter exciting boss fights and challenging enemies.

MISSION

Our mission is to create an NFT project that stands out for its 
real added value, including game events and high-quality 
content. Many projects create and sell valuable digital images 
in the form of NFTs. This is nothing new. We at ARTYGEEKS 
want to be different. While building this project, we noticed 
that there are many other NFT projects out, most of which are 
just cheap spin-offs of other projects or projects, that have no 
idea other than being a meme. We are here to build a virtual 
world of great ARTYGEEKS rewards. This is possible thanks to 
our token gated service.

 

GOAL

The ARTYGEEKS project aims to provide you with long-term 
rewards in the form of exclusive content and exciting game 
worlds accessible to any investor. Our fundamental brand value 
is providing them with a unique and future-oriented Web3 
experience. 



WEEKLY GAME EVENTS

Three days after Mint/Public Sale starts the in-game events. 
These events require using the Treasury Detector web app to 
discover hidden locations and register for raffles.  
Three winners will be drawn each week. 20% of ARTYGEEKS 
NFT sales proceeds fund the weekly raffle. This gives  
players a chance to earn a lot of Ethereum every week.

VISION

It is essential to understand that ARTYGEEKS is more than just 
an NFT collection. This brand is developing its own virtual 
world. We set out to make ARTYGEEKS one of the NFT projects 
where there is an excellent win-win strategy. 

Dive with us into a vivid landscape full of hidden mountains, 
plants, and swamps. Each environment has optional objectives, 
obstacles, and dangers. Scavenger Orion Game has many 
empathic inhabitants waiting to see you.

BASICS ABOUT COLLECTION

ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN
Ethereum is the most popular blockchain in terms of NFTs.

UNIQUE
Every ARTYGEEKS figure is different! The images were hand 
drawn with high-quality Procreate brushes and have a personal 
artist story behind them.

If you would like to learn more about the personal artist‘s story, 
please click on this link: 

https://medium.com/@noe.kaech/arty-geeks-nft-artist-history-
289c70073b08

https://medium.com/@noe.kaech/arty-geeks-nft-artist-history-289c70073b08
https://medium.com/@noe.kaech/arty-geeks-nft-artist-history-289c70073b08


MEMORY
The IPFS technology always saves the data permanently! This 
way, your NFTs are always available for you.

RARITY
The main attributes are divided into four groups, each having 
its own rarity level. The attribute of the Torea_Bay eyes is one 
of the rarest attributes, with a rarity level of only 0.07%.

You can see its rarity on this page:
https://scavengerorion.com/rarity/rarity.html

The rarer your NFT character is, the more gifts you will receive 
in the future in the form of airdrops and physical Merch.  
That‘s why it‘s essential to look at the ARTYGEEKS Ranking.

ARTYGEEKS UTILITY

First of all, the main benefit of the ARTYGEEKS collection is the 
exclusive access to various advantages it offers from the date 
of sale! 

BENEFITS FOR OWNERS
You will have instant access to these enticing bonuses as soon 
as you buy / mint an NFT from our ARTYGEEKS collection.
- Download the action role-playing game for Mac and Windows
- Access to the Web AR Treasury Detector
- Access to the ARTYGEEKS NFT Ranking website
- Access to the Partner Tools Network
- Access to private project videos
- Access to private project photos

BENEFITS FOR LONG-TERM OWNERS/HODLERS
- Long-term ARTYGEEKS NFT owners have the chance to win  
 big Ethereum rewards in in-game Events.
- You can download the NFT Secrets PDF.
- Rarity Rewards and access the DAO-like platform.
- Get great discounts on future collections.
- You have a chance to win physical ARTYGEEKS Merch

https://scavengerorion.com/rarity/rarity.html


NFT SECRETS PDF DETAILS:

I have done over 1000 hours of research and analysis to  
uncover many NFT secrets. I have discovered a massive amount 
of information that I wish I had known you much earlier. These 
tips and tricks can save you more than $1000 when creating 
your NFT project. This PDF guide is helpful not only for creating 
a highly professional NFT project, but also for Crypto and NFT 
Trading.

TOKEN DETAILS

Launch Price: 0.08 Ethereum
Gesamtangebot-----10.000
Token Name-----ARTYGEEKS1
Symbol-----GEEK1
Blockchain-----Ethereum (ERC-721)

The public sale will take place on 16 September 2022 at 6 PM 
UTC +2 on the official scavengerorion.com website. You can 
mint ARTYGEEKS NFTs on this page.

ROADMAP

Since we value our community, starting from stage 6, the future 
decision of this project will be made together with our DAO 
members. Thus, ARTYGEEKS NFT owners will become a valued 
team members of our project.

STAGE 1 - Research and Analysis.
NFT Research and Strategic Analysis.
Learning new skills
NFT project brainstorming
Trying out first ideas

STEP 2 - NFT creation process.
Drawing character attributes in the Procreate app.
Creating rarities and rankings
Create a generative art collection
NFT Smart Contract Deployment

https://scavengerorion.com


STEP 3 - Utility Concept Creation
Creation of a storyline
Creation of an action role-playing game
Release of web-based AR Treasury Detector app.
Creation of a financial rewards system.
Creation of the NFT portal for exclusive content.

STEP 4 - Improve web presence.
Set up Discord
Launch an optimized website + blog
Start with Twitter Campaign
Add event to NFT drop calendars
Press Release to Media Outlets

STAGE 5 - Launch
Minting of 10000 Artygeeks NFTs
Launch in-game financial events
Creation of an NFT secret PDF
Creation of a DAO-like platform for NFT holders only.
The upcoming stages (6-8) will be announced.

STAGE 6 - Coming soon

CONTACT

Our primary means of communication are Twitter and our 
website. Important announcements and updates will be posted 
here. Thank you






